
Helpful Tips - Q&A

Can I paint over or on top of existing paint?  

Do I need to use a primer on a bare metal surface?  

Prior to paint fill clean the club thoroughly with a golf club cleaner (wire brush or toothbrush).  Clean the whole club 

head with warm soapy water, rinse and dry thoroughly.  Do not apply paint to a wet surface.  

Wipe off excess paint in a diagonal direction, straight down or across will remove the paint.  Wipe relatively quickly and 

do not apply too much pressure.

Do not over wet the 2nd piece of toilet tissue, too much cleaning solution (white spirit) will thin the paint - damp/moist 

is fine.

Cotton buds with cleaning solution (white spirit) applied are very good for tricky and tight areas. 

Wear appropriate clothing , this paint will not wash out of fabric.

For best results only apply paint at room temperature. 

Do not thin paint with thinners, viscosity will be lost.

Warm paint to thin (if required) by placing bottle in warm water, check regularly.  Not boiling water, only part submerge 

the bottle.

Do not use kitchen roll or rags to wipe excess paint away, toilet tissue works best.

Touch dry in 30 minutes, drying time 6 hours, however overnight drying is recommended for best results.

Cleaning

After completion of application, remove the paint nib from the bottle.  Begin to clean using white sprit.  Run white spirit 

through the nib, until the solution runs clear.  When clear, dry and re-attach to the bottle.  

Health & Safety

Keep away from naked flames.

Only use under ventilated conditions.

Do not inhale.

Keep stored in a safe and dry place.  Avoid direct sunlight.

Keep away and out of reach from children.
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Yes you can, or scrape of existing paint and start a fresh.  If scrapping off old 

paint, be careful not to damage the club.

No, this a single coat paint.  Paint straight onto metal surface.
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